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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is our intention to ensure that the information given in this Whitepaper is
accurate and up to date, and all the products, services, technical architecture,
token distribution, company timelines; all these materials could be changed
without any notice, and they can never be considered a binding agreement or
professional advice. The Whitepaper does not bind any individual to enter into
any contract or any binding legal commitment or contribution. This
Whitepaper also does not make up any form or part of any opinion which can
be considered advice to sell, or solicit any offer by REDEYE to purchase RED
tokens nor shall it be considered a part of any effect which can be used for the
formation of a contract or investment decisions. This Whitepaper also does not
have any capacity to bind any person to enter any agreement or consider it a
binding legal commitment to the contribution of the Whitepaper.

TO CONTROL THE MEDIA, BECOME THE MEDIA
OUR GOAL
Impulse RedEyed aims to establish the worlds first truly decentralized and
community governed Global Breaking News Marketplace. Our objective is to
remove any potential agenda or bias, while eliminating the convoluted big
capital narrative placed on the lens of breaking stories. Our platform allows
the global community to witness events in real-time; in their true essence, raw
and uncut.
We will develop a NFT marketplace where anyone with a mobile device can
become a direct source for “on the scene” real-time footage for the world’s
news rooms, by patching these user recorded live content directly to these
news stations.

WHAT PROBLEM ARE WE SOLVING?
For decades, the ‘mainstream media’ and
affiliated organizations shaped and
control how we perceive things, from the
smallest rumors about a famous and/or
political figure to significant life-altering
events taking place around the world.
Unfortunately, it’s a common practice that
when there is a “trending topic,” the
narrative is often manipulated by
powerful editors and media outlets, who
are driven by their own political motives
and agendas. This control of the media is
dangerous, as false ideologies and
opinions are formed through a skewed
portrayal of the news.
Sadly, the public has no real way of being able to verify if the news being fed
to them with a certain narrative is the actual truth. The public has no choice
but to discuss it amongst themselves or on social media blogs and forums. This
has always been the dominant theme around the news until now…
For as long as we can remember, the news has always been behind. We are
always watching old news. And though some networks have invested in
equipment and aircraft and scour social media feeds to try to get to the
breaking source as soon as possible they simply can’t keep up.
Ever since the rise of social media networks, witnesses and content creators
have been putting themselves at risk to deliver breaking events to their
audiences. Some of these miraculously take a life of their own, yet rarely are
the creators credited or paid for their work until now.

BIGGEST PROBLEMS AFFECTING TODAY’S MSM:
Too slow to get to the scene
Even networks with massive resources in some of the largest metro areas
simply cannot get there on time, which compromises the footage. A shot
from an aircraft cannot compare to someone on the scene.
By the time they manage to get a nicely groomed reporter onto the scene
with the broadcast team, it is no longer a breaking story, it is rather a
developing one and they are left trying to collect the pieces in order to
create a detailed picture of what actually transpired.
If the incident is beyond their jurisdiction, the network is left scouring the
news through social media and other outlets in order to bring it to their
audience’s homes.

Lack of credibility due to source manipulation
Most news and stories you come across, are sourced from a massive
central source that puts forward a narrative that sets the tone for any
incident, thus what you end up getting is not the actual facts and true
story, rather the spin of it.
By the time you witness it, your perception may already be compromised
and manipulated by the agenda of the broadcaster.

Fake News
In an attempt to keep up with social media, many networks have moved to
retweet or rebroadcast content they source from unconfirmed sources
online. There are times when news stations run with a story or narrative
that is entirely false and leads to embarrassing retractions at huge
reputation costs to the network.
As technology continues to advance, with the ability to manipulate media
content through editing skills, this will only increase and make it harder
for newsrooms to keep up with the onslaught of unverified content made
available to the public at large.

OUR SOLUTION
RedEyed is a Decentralized mobile App and Marketplace that turns every cell
phone into a News Camera and every user into a Breaking News Digital
Correspondent.
Our App and its features will allow mobile users and creators to turn every
single live broadcast into a unique NFT owned by the creator and recorded in
the blockchain that will play live in our RedEyed Marketplace.
Once a broadcast is live on our Network it will be visible to the entire world,
raw and uncut from your lens all the way to their screens.
RedEyed creates an ecosystem where you are the unique owner of this
broadcast by recording its creation into the blockchain, making it available to
all news media outlets and creators all over the world via auction or direct
sale. This allows them to expand this broadcast to their wider audiences,
while it is actually BREAKING giving them time to send someone onto the
scene and transition it to a DEVELOPING story.
Our governance and validation system allows for multiple angles of the same
broadcast to confirm each other’s material for better source validations

THE MARKETPLACE
The NFT marketplace is where all live broadcasts are made available for sale
as NFTs to all interested parties from news and media organizations to other
creators who may wish to give exclusive rights to the content for their web or
social media projects.
All live content is immediately made available in the marketplace at a
creator's predetermined price or higher.

BENEFITS OF OUR MARKETPLACE:
Every broadcast is a unique NFT or multiplier
While content sites on our network, you can earn RED tokens as a share of
all advertising revenue generated by the broadcast.
No paywall for entry, we will Mint every NFT on your behalf if you are not
able to do so, we recover this fee when you make a sale of your NFT.
You can have full control of the content, while we work as a marketplace
facilitator between you and an outlet that may be interested in your
broadcast.
If a story fails to sell during its breaking cycle, you can promote your story
back into the cycle with minimal costs.
As an Athlete or celebrity, you can negotiate your own press conferences
directly within the market at large.
No fees unless you execute a successful sale in the marketplace, we
collect 30% if we minted the NFT for the creator, 15% if minted by the
creator.
Newsrooms will be able to Bid instantly for new content as it enters the
platform
Creators will be able to Bid instantly for content as it enters the platform
so they can redirect to their personal projects or social media feeds.
RedEyed works as proof of origin due to its content creation method, if it
was recorded with red then its the original.

GOVERNANCE
RedEyed will be fully community governed up to validating content and its
news reporting worthiness, removing content from the main live channels, and
placing restrictions or reporting certain types of content such as fake news.
We are fully content-agnostic except in the case of the RedEyed content
creation rules.
There are three simple ground rules in RedEyed:
All content has to be shot live
No fake news
Has to be newsworthy
Reporting a piece of content for fake news or manipulation is handled directly
in our App and will cost a small amount of RED, this is done to discourage bad
actors from attempting to remove competing stories from the main channels,
however, if the content is indeed deemed fake or in violation of our basic
guidelines, voters are refunded in full and will earn commissions for their
efforts to keep the platform safe and secure.
Only Presubscription RedEyed creators or those holding a set amount of RED in
their wallets will be able to vote or be part of the governing body, to report and
remove content from the platform. Presubscription badges and NFTs may be
made available to these creators during Pre-subs or later

ROADMAP
Phase One June - August 2021:
Partnerships negotiations
Global Business organization
Back end Development of Cloud infrastructure
Smart Contract configuration and calibration
App Development

Phase Two September - December 2021:
Institutional, Creators and Basic Pre-subs
Exchange listing
Roll out of mobile App
Test and optimize Infrastructure

Phase Three January 2022 - Onwards:
Roll out of Web portal for Advertising and
Institutional Bidding
Roll out of Web portals for web viewing only
Expand Marketing and Development Staff
BECOME THE MEDIA

RED TOKEN
RED is the BEP20 token that powers our operations, it is the utility token
needed to both Mint and acquire Minted NFTs in our marketplace as well as
community governance:
Power the Marketplace - Minting
Settling and funding transactions - Sales etc.
Governance - Vote to remove content, confirm or reclassify
Promote and curate owned content to different channels

TOKENOMICS
The Total Supply of RED is 100 Billion pre-mined, after which no more tokens
will be created while a burn option is always available. Only 75% of the total
Supply will ever be in circulation, keeping 25% locked in for platform
operations.
The Operations tokens will only move as needed to the appropriate Wallet in
this case Development, Innovations, platform expansion, etc and this number
will always be replenished all other tokens generated through fees and sales
may be burned on a case by case basis after governance and community needs
have been met.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Total supply 100,000,000,000

Team 20%

Governance
10%

Drop/Promotion
5%

Minting Fund 15%

Pre-Sub 50%

TOKEN MARKET DISTRIBUTION
The Pre-subscriptions
RED is a utility Token needed in order to mint, curate, promote and buy videos
on the RedEyed marketplace, as such it is absolutely necessary for News
Media Orgs., Creators, and all potential users to have it available on day one.
For this reason, we will not have a traditional token sale for RedEyed, instead,
we will open up Pre-subscriptions on the platform to allow early Institutions,
creators, and community members to log in and secure their branded
broadcast names. As a reward for their support, interest, and overall
dedication to open and decentralized media we will include a limited amount
of RED with each Pre-subscription Purchased.
There will be 3 types of pre-sub accounts each for the different types of users
we believe will find RedEyed useful. The team will create a badge to set apart
the initial subscribers to RedEyed and will be issuing an NFT badge in the
future to validate each of these accounts.
The funds from these pre-subs will go to the Development of the team and
technology that will allow us to seamlessly patch user content directly to
Newsrooms while maintaining the integrity of the system and the correct chain
of custody that certifies an event is legitimate.

TOKEN MARKET DISTRIBUTION
Institutional Pre-subscription
RedEyed will change the way News Orgs gain access to new, live-breaking
content online. As it has been for decades each network is going to look for
ways to gain rights to re-transmit this content ASAP. It is imperative for these
organizations to hold a large amount of RED available to place orders the
moment relevant content comes into our marketplace. It is also imperative for
these Organizations to pre-subscribe and Secure their well-known broadcast
names.
It is for these types of operators that we have made available a limited supply
of RED included in their subscription at a much lower acquisition cost than
they would find on the open market post exchange listing, to allow them to
have access early to the token and be ready for the onslaught of content that is
sure to come.
Only 10 billion tokens or 10% of the total supply will be made available to
Institutional subscribers via pre-subs with a price Cap of $100,000 per
account and a minimum of $10,000.
Institutional wallets are subject to vesting and temporary blocking until the
project's full rollout as these tokens are meant to be used for content
acquisition.

TOKEN MARKET DISTRIBUTION
Creator Pre-subscription
Streaming into RedEyed is free and RedEyed will assume the cost of minting
all acceptable broadcasts prior to sale to any interested news outlet. However,
in doing so, we will need to collect a larger fee on the sale side since we also
risk minting an asset that may not move outside the platform.
The creator pre-subscription allows for creators to have access to a limited
number of tokens pre-included with their subscription at a reasonable price in
order to allow them to mint their own broadcasts and retain the maximum
profits from their hard work.
Only 10 billion tokens or 10% of the total supply will be made available to
creators via pre-subs with a Cap of $25,000 per creator and a minimum of
$1000.
Creators, as well as institutional wallets, are subject to vesting and temporary
blocking until the project full rollout as these tokens are meant to be used for
content creation and curation.
Creators can also use RED tokens to promote their broadcast to higher
channels or to confirm/link their broadcasts to others within the same scene in
order to increase traffic and the potential to sell. Creators can also use their
RED tokens to curate content on the platform, earning commission from a
broadcasts sale if promoted successfully.
** Only Pre-Subscribed creators with a set amount of RED in their wallets will
be allowed to promote, or vote to remove content from the main channels *see
governance.

TOKEN MARKET DISTRIBUTION
The Basic pre-subscription
RedEyed wants to make sure that there is no bar to entry into the
decentralized media/journalistic space, we understand that not everyone
knows how to download a wallet or acquire tokens from an exchange. For this
reason, we make it very simple to just shoot videos and upload them without
the crypto learning curve of having to have crypto first in order to participate.
We also understand that there are many users who do know how to do all this
and this number will continue to grow with adoption, it is for these users that
we have made available a limited supply of RED via pre-subscription in order
to allow them to have more control of their videos on day one. This includes
the ability to mint their own videos without having to wait for an offer besides
saving up to 15% on any sale fee, having the ability to transfer ownership of
their videos immediately if they so wish it.
Only 10 billion tokens or 10% of the total supply will be made available to
basic users via pre-subs with a Cap of $5,000 per creator and a minimum of
$50.
Creators, as well as institutional wallets, are subject to vesting and temporary
blocking until the project full rollout as these tokens are meant to be used for
content creation and curation.

EXCHANGE SALE
RED tokens will eventually be made available on exchanges, at a time and
price point to be determined.
20 Billion tokens or 20% of the total supply will be made available to the
public at this time with no minimum or max cap the sale will be open to the
public via an exchange to be announced.
All funds raised from the pre-subs and the exchange sales will be used to
expand the project's cloud infrastructure as we move towards a platform
rollout, it is no mystery that hosting large amounts of videos is extremely
costly let alone streaming these for periods of up to 10 minutes at a time. It is
our hope to make RedEyed more decentralized by moving all videos to a
decentralized storage platform as well.
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